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One of a trio of cabooses recently completed by Michael Hilliar and Dennis Lindsay. All were 
scratch built and each one had minor differences made to the door and window details (just as  
the prototype) to make them truly unique.                                              Photo: Michael Hilliar 



ble away about uneven track, sharp bends and 
catastrophic grades. Well you see now, I can 
say, “oh so and so did that, pity eh, can't get 
quality people any more”. But really I am most 
thankful for teams efforts and ideas. Now I have 
two well placed  sections to work on from. 
 
   Previously before hand,.....with my usual dis-
regard for common, sensible, accepted methods, 
I had prepared both sections using 25mm fence 
palings splined with glued feathers (no more 
nails exterior) and inset aluminium 16 x 3 mm 
track. The general final arrangement can be seen 
in the pics. Please excuse no pics of the guys but 
I was so busy rushing hither and yon that I alto-
gether forgot to take some while they were at it. 
Now that those bits are in place I have identified 
how to best proceed on the inter joining pieces. 
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Working Bee at Ben-Rachel Railway 

Text & photos by Raynor Johnston (Hamilton) 

 
   The weather augured poorly all week for the 
GROW working bee on the 4th July. But come  
the day it actually wasn’t too bad for the morn-
ing, and by late in the afternoon we even man-
aged to pour a wheelbarrows worth of concrete. 
 
   The plan was to help kick start “yours truly” 
into double tracking the main line. I had pre-
pared a few straight bits to be inserted by the 
team with their skills at getting things “level and 
fair”. Soon after 10am we kicked off. Two pairs 
of guys each had a section to set up. Grant and 
Andy worked on the new piece crossing a corner 
of the big pond while Geoff and David toiled 
away with setting up the shorter hinged bridge 
section. You see I am being dastardly clever 
here (like Baldrick!), as we often get into little 
groups when visiting various layouts and mum-

Across the corner of the pond Aluminium track in routed groves 

Cable tray 
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The second picture shows some aluminium ca-
ble tray that was about 150 wide which I have 
opened up to ~300 purely using some 25mm 
thick sections of palings which when rebated 
gave a tight fit. These were driven in to the cross 
members with a hammer and ended up very 
tight. I will add a few screws but probably un-
necessary. This will make up some of the link-
ing straight sections. I’m not quite sure but I’ll 
probably use palings and inset aluminium again 
to conserve my precious stock of ordinary rail. 
The 16 x 3 mm track lengths cost $12 for 5m. 
          
   The third pic shows efforts so far at putting a 
“routed in place” point into the plank work. It is 
looking like it will be ok though at this moment 
is not completed. In many ways it is far easier 
than setting up on any sort of sleeper base, no 
pins or sleepers just a routed trough which you 
can make over width and use little wedges to do 
final set up in wet araldite. Then I intend to 
flood the lot in suitable paint left overs to seal 
the wood well. This is made a whole lot easier 

of course because of my choice to NOT have 
track power. 
           
   We had a good soup and sav lunch and with 
the rain arriving so we settled down and 
watched a few DVDs of train stuff. 16 mm 
(thanks Geoff.)  and Auckland Convention lay-
out visits (thanks Grant). With a break in the 
rain we poured concrete for the lifting bridge 
and then called it a day. 
 
   Many thanks to all for the help, keep fit, more 
to come.!!! 
 
Raynor Johnston CEO!  (unpaid). 

The hinged bridge 

The three cabooses showing the differences between each one. See the full story next page…. 



In the end it was decided to build three 17ft 
class. (Two were originally built in 1885-1890 
and later rebuilt with some variations) and two 
class 5 long cabooses with 25ft bodies from the 
1920-1923 building programs. 
 
   The long class were put on hold as other pro-
jects were needing attention, this turned out to 
be the right decision as Bachmann have recently 
announced their upcoming model soon to be re-
leased. 
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A Tale of three Cabooses 

Text by Dennis Lindsay (Auckland) 

Photos by Michael Hilliar 

 

   Sometime ago Michael Hilliar and I decided 
that there was a shortage of affordable 1.20.3 
Denver &Rio Grande narrow gauge cabooses on 
the market and therefore we would build our 
own; we thought that this should be a fairly 
straight forward project…….YEAH RIGHT!!!! 
 
   After looking at various pictures and plans we 
found there were many variations of cabooses. 

The trio of cabooses lined up for the completion photo 

The roof beams were cut out using a point to point ma-
chine.  
This insured consistency in the roof curvature.   
The main sides were also cut out using this method.  

Door panels being filed out in mass using a course file, 
great for removing large amounts of waste. These end 
panels were made up of many layers to create the depth of 
detail. The doors had a gap left between the panels so a 
microscope glass could be inserted after painting. 



   The sides were removed and new ones relami-
nated on with MEK. It took the two of us, one 
with a brush and the MEK, the other rolling on 
the laminate to get rid of the bubbles. The new 
sides were then repainted, decaled and sealed 
again.  
 
   3’7” leaf sprang trucks were purchased from 
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   The three short cabooses num-
bered 0575, 0579 & 0580 were 
chosen to show off some of the 
variations of this class; we didn’t 
want them all look the same. 
They are generally known as ei-
ther round or square cornered. 
The other main difference was in 
the arrangement of the sliding 
windows in the cupola. 
There was a lot of variation in 
the metalwork and this also has 
been added to the relevant ca-
boose. 
 
   Many discussions followed 
and various jigs and fixtures had 
to be made. The basic body is 
3mm styrene with the cupola 
lifting out but was deep enough 
to be screwed in from the bottom 
and also helping to hold on the roof. 
 
   The body was overlaid with plastruct 4mm 
grooved styrene sheet, but I used a type of Low 
solvent contact glue.  This later proved to be a 
major disaster as it delaminated in the sun. Also 
at this point they all had been painted and de-
caled, YES virtually finished….. BUGGER!!!?? 
 

The workshop with a production line of cupolas 

 

The roof framing was clamped to the body, then drilled and dowels added  
for extra strength and greater accuracy  



run a lot better. 
 
   Paint colours varied over-
time, they were originally a 
caboose red, and then min-
eral brown, then later again 
box car red oxide. A pea 
green was used on the inte-
rior. The external hardware 
was white or later aluminum. 
 
   All our hardware was fabri-
cated out of brass and the 
chimney base was turned by 
Michael at night school.  
   Of the 15 prototype ca-
booses built, four extra were 
built for the Rio Grande 
Southern and Florence & 
Cripple Creek. One from the 
FCC ended up on the Nevada 
California & Oregon. A num-
ber have ended up in preser-
vation, one belonging to the 
Rocky Mountain Railroad 
Club is stored at the Colo-
rado Railroad Museum and 
for those who not been there, 
I would recommend adding it 
to your holiday schedule. 
 
   All in all this was a good 
project. Would we do it 
again? Yes, knowing what 
we know now. 
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AMS and Hartford, but if I was to do this again I would 
solely use the AMS ones, although dearer they mount and 

 

0575 beginning to take shape, (top right showing off the desired round corner).  

The three ends, each with different hand rails and roof details  

The roof framing for 0580 now ready for the roofing to be applied. 
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In the Workshop 

Ian Galbraith (Masterton)  
Work is slowly progressing on the 1:24 scale 
Clogher Valley Railcar. (more details were 
printed last month)  
The passenger compartment is fabricated from 
0.8mm brass. The windows were cut out using a 
52tpi piercing saw blade in a modified fretsaw 
frame. This modification was necessary as the 
centre of the rear window was over 300mm 
from either end. The modification to the 
fretsaw frame has made it very balanced to use, 

Below: The body sitting on the tailing bogie Above: The cab and passenger compartment  

so will stay modified. 
 
After cutting all the openings, the area each side 
of the rear windows was annealed to allow the 
rear corners to be rolled around a 5mm rod. The 
front of the passenger compartment was then 
flame soldered in place using a micro torch. 
The entry door vestibules were cutout and sol-
dered in place along with brass angle at the floor 
level and at the top of the sides.. 

Contributions for “In The Workshop” pages can be sent to editor: glen.bren@paradise.net.nz .  
Deadline for each issue is 15th of the month prior. But I am happy to receive submissions at any time, 
and can hold it for the following issue if necessary. 
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Text & photos by Phillip Cooke (Christchurch) 

 
   Over the weekend of 11, 12 July our group at-
tended the Alpine Energy Model Railway Expo 
at the Roncalli College Gymnasium in Timaru.
Space limitations meant a floor layout only, so 
Ray Parmenter took all the track while I took   
all his and my rolling stock, plus other bits. 
Other members in attendance the whole week-
end were Michelle and Kevin Leigh, Glenn Wat-
son, Bernie Rose, Karl Arneson, Kabita and Al-
berique Whale and Glen and Brenda Anthony. 
Other members there for some part of the week-
end included Rob Wilson, Tony Cairns, Jona-
thon, Viv and Alan Grueber and Don Ellis. 
   
   Setting up the layout was completed by 
5.00pm on the Friday with a simple double track 
main with a loop and sidings on each main, 
however the yard for the outer main was posi-
tioned in the inside of both mains, accessed by a 

diamond crossing. Once testing was complete 
most of the Garden Railway and Garden City 
members adjourned to the Old  Bank Tavern for 
a good meal. 
   
   Other layouts at the Exhibition included Rob 
Wilson's “Fairlie Branch”, Glen Anthony's 
“Stamping Ground” (Gn15), Brian Palmer's 
Western layout, the Lego layout, the huge 
“Trains n Animation” layout from Timaru plus 
many other smaller layouts . Traders included 
the GCMRC  buy sell, Britannia, Chch Model 
Supplies, Toot Toot and Ironhorse Hobbies. 
   
   On the Saturday we enjoyed a successful day 
operation with no problems. Crowds were down 
slightly for the Saturday but Sunday numbers 
were up enough to balance this out. 
   
   On Saturday night was the usual excellent 
function at the Band rooms, following which 
some of us visited the Monteiths Bar. Sunday 
was another good day with no problems on the 
layout.  
 
   The Exhibition finished at 4.00pm and with 
plenty of helpers everything was packed into the 
vehicles by 5.00pm, so those of us staying the 
Sunday night went to the Richard Pearse sports 
Bar for a meal. As usual the Timaru crew made 

us all welcome, so that 
the weekend was an en-
joyable and social time. 

Timaru Model Railway Expo 

 

Top left: Trains n Animation. 
Middle: G Scale floor display. 
Below: The Stamping Ground 



gine and probably set a record for the most spec-
tacular departure out of the station ever, with 
clouds of steam sent high into the air. Various 
others were spotted at the controls of other locos 
through out the afternoon. 
 
   Thanks to the Gruber family and to the other 
members of the railway for allowing us to visit 
and look through all the sheds. 
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The Island Line 

Text & photos by Glen Anthony 

 
   The June meeting was hosted by 
the Gruber family at the miniature 
railway at McLeans Island.  This is a 
large 7¼” railway on the outskirts of 
Christchurch.  
 
   The middle of winter might seem 
an usual time to organise an outing 
to a place like this. But because of 
the setting (within trees), the lower 
fire risk in winter combined with less 
public bookings, made it an ideal 
time to come and see Jonathan’s new 
steam engine.  
There was a good turn out of mem-
bers; actually one of the larger atten-
dances this year. 
Luckily it was one of the better winter days, 
with no wind or rain, and the warm fire in the 
club rooms was soon able to warm up anyone 
feeling cold. 
 
   Because the visit had been scheduled for a day 
which was not open to the public, some people 
were lucky enough to get a drive of some of the 
engines.  Kabita got her first drive of a steam en-

 

Jonathan giving Kabita a driving lesson 

Andrew having a turn at the controls.   The Steam Scene 3 foot 6 inch gauge line is at the left. 



Top: Lloyd’s new Accu-craft 
“Caledonia” 
 

Above:  Brian Cashmore’s 
scratch built station and signal 
box. 
 

Left: approaching the station 
with John’s “dubs A” at right. 
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July in Wellington 

Text and photos by John Robinson 

 

   The prime event for the Wellington Garden 
Railway Group was our second annual winter 
hall meeting, again at the Tawa Baptist Church 
Hall.  And just like last year it turned out to be a 
calm sunny day, almost good enough to wish we 
were outside running trains, but stand for a bit in 
the shade and the toasty warm confines of the 
hall was definitely the place to be.  We had on 
offer two generous loops of track laid out on the 
floor for running the numerous models brought 
along, a maintenance table run by Chris Drow-
ley, DVD’s and pictures up on the large screen, 
and of course lots of cakes and coffee.  Though 
while all of the activities where used, and will 
be repeated next year, what is pleasing is that 
they all played second fiddle to the conversa-
tions going on all around the hall.   
 
   I won’t narrate everything brought along but 
for my three favourites from the day.  Firstly 
were Brian Cashmore’s three scratch built build-
ings, a hotel, station and signal box, all follow-

ing typical NZ styles.  Lloyd Dickens traveled 
over from Masterton, and brought with him is 
newly acquired Accu-Craft Caledonia.  This is 
some special model, no plastic jobbie here it’s a 
lovely finished brass model, with a real presence 
about it.  If you haven’t already guessed I’m 
rather taken with it and am officially jealous!  
My final favourite was Chris Drowley’s live 
steam Frank S, which ran fine inside, all be it 
requiring the opening of a few doors and win-
dows; look forward to seeing this in action in 
gardens over the coming summer. 
 
   All up a satisfyingly successful day.  Thanks 
to all who came and to Brian Russell for orga-
nizing the hall. 
 
   Also in July we had another fun Friday night 
video evening, this time watching Narrow 
Gauge in the Garden Vol 1 & 2 from the Rail-
way Channel series, great videos, well worth 
watching if you get the chance. 
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A view on the Crest Train Engineer Revolution  

Text & photos by Lloyd Dick-

ens (Masterton) 

 
    I purchased the Crest Revo-
lution Train Engineer from St 
Aubin for $US210.00.  The ba-
sic set comes with a transmitter 
handset, a receiver, receiver 
adaptor plug, smoke control 
unit, a linking switch and auxil-
iary control harness.   The in-
tent of the controller in its pre-
sent form is to put one receiver 
in each locomotive that is elec-
trically operated. The transmit-
ter can store characteristics of 50 locomotives 
and link to 50 receivers  
 
   I do not have a great depth in remote control-
ling trains not having owned a controller before.  
I do own some five model aeroplane radio con-
trol units and once built one from scratch some 
20 years ago.   
 
   I had for some months been writing down 
what I wanted from a Train controller. It needed 
to be simple to use, operate on 2.4G band and no 
more difficult to set up than my model aeroplane 
controllers. This unit meets all my requirements. 
 
   Up to this time I had used a model aeroplane 
radio control set to drive my Steam Engine Lady 
Ann and a manual wired in controller to drive 
the track. I had discovered that Locomotives are 
electrically nosily particularly if they are made 
of brass. This is due in part to the motor noise 
on electric models and in live steam models the 
many metal to metal surfaces rubbing together. 
This all generates noise that interferes with the 
radio receiver. On the Steam Locomotive I had 
to resort to a servo slow to filter out the noise. 
The solution to all this was introduced a few 
years ago into model airplane radios; operate on 
the 2.4G ISM band. This frequency band is well 
above the noise generated by man and locomo-
tive. So the noise problem disappears.   
 
   Operating at 2.4GHz does mean signals travel 
in line of sight but can bounce off surfaces. This 
band is in heavy use in the computer industry, 

used for Wi-Fi and more recently using Z-bee 
modules. It is the Z-bee module the Crest con-
troller uses. 
 
   The Z-bee module is a transceiver. That means  
it both transmits and receives. Crest put this fea-
ture to good use to report to the user that the Ra-
dio Link is operating. And when the receiver is 
over loaded this is reported to the Transmitter 
handset also.  The real clever bit is that the Z-
bee modules create a network and can operate 
together so you do not need to select a different 
frequency for each locomotive you operate. 
Therefore from the handset you can select a lo-
comotive and control it. Then select the next lo-
comotive and control that one and so on. 
 
   Revolution has created a lot of hype and apart 
from information put out by Aristro-craft there 
is little else good information. The Aristro-craft 
web site http://www.aristocraft has a lot of good 
information on it including a U tube video of a 
seminar, quick reference guides and a manual. 
So I do not intend to go into great detail on the 
various features. 
 
   In general Revolution controls locomotives 
and works as advertised. So here are my specific 
experiences and comments on my use of the sys-
tem so far. 
   The transmitter handset is a little wider and 
deeper than my Uniden wireless house phone 
but comfortable in my hand. The top third is 
dominated by a LCD screen which has clear let-
tering. The middle section has the direction and 
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speed up down, cab select, menu and on off but-
tons.  The bottom third has the standard tele-
phone number buttons. The telephone buttons 
serve two purposes, entering numbers when pro-
gramming the unit and selecting the receiver 
switches. Numbers 1 to 6 select the receiver 
auxiliary port switches 1 to 6. The handset does 
not have that nice feel that TV remotes do, the 
buttons feel a bit smooth hence has a cheep feel 
to it. If $20 TV remotes can have the non slip 
buttons surely the revolution could. 
 
   The receiver has a Z-bee module and a speed 
controller with pins out the bottom ready to plug 
into a plug and play locomotive or the adaptor 
plug. The receiver is bare electronics so comes 
with out a case. If you are using the adaptor plug 
the person installing it has to find a way of fit-
ting it to the locomotive as neither the receiver 
or the adaptor plug has any means of mounting. 
This is becoming a disease of model electronics 
manufactures. As yet though model aeroplane  
radio control manufacturers have avoided this 
for receivers and are placing them in plastic 
cases. You see this with speed controllers a lot. 
Mylocosound comes without a case also and 
when asked I was told to use silicon to mount it. 
I have not found his totally satisfactory. In brass 

models the problem is greater because the elec-
tronics will get shorted out by the brass. I am 
thinking of building my own version of the 
adaptor board and placing mounting holds on it. 
The receiver including adaptor board is 70mm x 
45mm x 22mm. The receiver on its own is 
60mm x 38mm x 22mm 
 
   The radio link range is said to be between 30 
and 90 metres. This is direct line of site. 
If you put the unit in a tin shed (with windows) 
like I did then 30 metres is about all you will 
get. The signal did get around the shed a consid-
erable distance without the use of a window.  
 
   My initial use of the unit was as a base station. 
This is not its intended purpose and my under-
standing is a base station will be produced latter. 
The receiver has six auxiliary sound outputs 
which I intend to use to switch the power and air 
that controls the points. Crest intended these to 
be used to switch a sound and smoke unit. 
 
   So problem number one: 
   I have sent two emails to Aristo-craft asking 
what power the auxiliary switches can control 
and have had no reply, not even an acknowl-
edgement of the email. Do they read them or is 

 

Left: Handset.     Middle: Speed controller receiver mounted in adaptor.    Right: Smoke unit controller 
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customer service a dirty word to this company. 
The auxiliary outputs are intended to drive 
sound units so I have had to assume the answer 
is bugger all. In any case I have a working de-
sign which I will write about in the future. 
 
   Getting it going 
   When the package arrives you get a CD with 
the instruction manual on it. This was out of 
date and so I downloaded the latest off the web. 
I have one of the first 500 production models 
which have added features to the model de-
scribed in the manual. This shows that the unit is 
being modified all the time as new features 
come available. The company has advised that 
once a year you will be able to send your trans-
mitter back to get the latest features added. It is 
pleasing that the base station feature is already 
in the transmitter.  
 
   The only printed information is a Quick start 
guide. If you are installing the receiver in a 
Aristo-craft locomotive with a plug and play 
board (DCC/RCC Connector) installation will 
be easy. For other locomotives you plug the re-
ceiver into the adaptor plug then read the man-
ual. First you will need to identify the motor 
wiring, then directly wire this to the adaptor 
plug and then either wire a battery (12 to 24 
volt) or the track pickups to the adaptor plug. 
Note in both cases polarity does not matter as 
the receiver looks after itself and the motor di-
rection can be changed in the transmitter for the 
particular locomotive. The head and tail lights 
can be wired in as can the smoke unit via a mod-
ule provided with the set. 
 
   If you follow the quick start guide you will 
soon be running the model. First you must pro-
gramme the locomotive name and if required 
road number to a link number (0 to 49) then link 
to the receiver. The transmitter now knows the 
receiver code number and visa versa. Now it is 
necessary to programme the Link number 
(Locomotive) to a cab number. Now it all 
works. If you programme several receiver loco-
motive combinations together you can now se-
lect from the transmitter which locomotive you 
control. A word of warning; give locomotives 
you are likely to be running together cab num-
bers that are close together else you will push 
buttons all day to get from one locomotive to an-
other. 

 
   There are a range of features you can program 
for each locomotive or link number. These in-
clude momentum, Delay, motor direction, head 
light direction, Top speed (actually sets the 
maximum average voltage to the motor), and 
start speed. The start speed is setup so that on 
the first press of the speed up button the locomo-
tive starts to move. The word speed is not real 
speed it is just an average voltage reading. The 
locomotive motor is controlled by pulse width 
modulation (PWM). This is a continuous pulse 
wave form operating at 15 kHz. To a motor 15 
kHz looks like DC and so no sound comes from 
the motor. This seems to be the default now for 
G scale train controllers using PWM. My Dick 
Smith manual controller has now been modified 
to this frequency and has worked fine with the 
locomotives I have controlled with. 
 
   From the programme options in the transmitter 
it looks like the base station when produced will 
be a DC controller and with 16 switch options. 
There has been talk of a serial link to control 
other track features also. 
 
   Controlling the Aristocraft EMD Class 66 Die-
sel Locomotive 
   My brother has a Aristocraft EMD Class 66 
Diesel Locomotive (English made by General 
Motors Canada) which the Revolution receiver 
was designed to plug into. The locomotive is run 
off a 12 volt battery so this is a test of one of the 
methods that Crest suggests for using the sys-
tem. After 12 self taping screws where removed 
to gain access to the printed circuit board all that 
was needed to install the receiver was to remove 
the small 12 pin plug and plug the receiver into 
the 12 pin and 10 pin plug. The 10 pin plug 
looks to me to be just a mounting plug to hold 
the receiver in place. Connect the battery and it 
all worked. Running the locomotive with a few 
containers showed up no problems. The only 
thing that the run did show up is do not use the 
stop button unless you absolutely have to. It 
stops the locomotive instantly and all the cars 
couplers over road each other causing the train 
to have to be replaced on the track. It is best to 
slow the train down with the speed up and down 
buttons.  
 
   As a track control unit. 
   I setup my receiver to drive the track by wir-
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ing a plug onto the adaptor plug which then 
plugs into the same socket as my manual con-
trollers do. I have two manual controllers, one 
DC and one PWM.  My present experience is 
that both work as well. Now my track has be-
come dilapidated in the last few months with 
many track joiners starting to fail. “Stainless 
steel” screws rusting is part of he problem and 
poor installation the other. In any case the big 
test with my brother of the Revolution controller 
showed up a characteristic of the receiver. When 
running a large diesel locomotive with two mo-
tors the receiver would go into overload and turn 
off. This is reported back to the hand piece so it 
is clear what has happened. This occurred when 
the locomotive stopped at near full speed and 
was pushed on to a clear or working piece of 
track. 
 
   The reason for the overload soon dawned on 
me, the motors where asking to go to full speed 
instantly and the stall current of the motors was 
greater than the 5 amp capacity of the receiver. 
The over load protection comes in instantly. No 
fuses blew which indicates how good the over-
load protection is. This solved one problem, how 
was I to test the overload feature. 
I have since repaired the track with split jaw 
clamps and rerun the locomotives and have no 
problems any more. When you get a stoppage 
due to unclean track or broken track press stop 
first, correct the problem, then restart the loco-
motive. 
This problem will not occur when using the re-
ceiver in a locomotive but if you do stall the lo-
comotive the over current cutout could operate. 

 
   Installing Sound Units. 
   The instructions on the web for installing 
sound units are only any good if you are using 
the specified unit. Their are no generic instruc-
tions. It took me some time to understand how 
the auxiliary port worked and hence how to use 
it with other sound units. In general with model 
train sound units you should be able to connect 
the common of the sound unit to the common 
from the auxiliary plug then the outputs of the 
auxiliary control harness to the select inputs of 
the sound unit. This is because the receiver oper-
ates inside a diode ring and it looks like most 
train sound units do. But beware if you do not 
understand, then I suggest you get someone to 
install the sound unit who does. The diode ring 
is what allows you to disregard polarity when 
connecting up the battery or track to the control-
ler. 
 
   Live Steam Locomotives 
   My Lady Anne live steam locomotive is con-
trolled via a 2.4G model aeroplane unit. The re-
ceiver drives servos in the locomotive to control 
direction and adjust throttle. I have developed an 
interface to the Revolution Train Controller to 
drive these two servos. This unit is yet to be 
taken off the bread board into a production unit 
but I will report latter whether it was a good idea 
or not.  
 
   Value for money. 
   While nearly all the features on this unit can 
be found in model aeroplane stick controllers the 
train controller has one feature that assists it and 

The Crest Revolution Receiver mounted in an Aristocraft EMD Class 66 diesel loco 
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that is the quick change between models (or lo-
comotives). You just cannot do that with stick 
controllers. 
The cost is not bad for the set at the discounted 
rate I purchased it at and the receivers are 
cheaper than the model aeroplane ones and espe-
cially so at the 6 off rate. My understanding is 
the factory retail price is $US300 for the set I 
purchased for $US210.  
I have not compared the prices of this unit to 
other train controllers or to the DCC system. 
 
   So why not use DCC?  
   The two stated advantages (which are not in 
dispute) are that Revolution has 1024 speed 
steps and does not need the track wired too 
many points. This is especially so if he locomo-
tive is to be battery run. The other option of 
placing the receiver in the locomotive and run-
ning off track power allows for not needing to 
carry batteries around but means you must run a 
DC 12 to 24 volts across you track all the time. 
This means only Revolution controlled trains 
can use the track. It is as specific as DCC is. 
The speed steps are a bit of an illusion. If you 
try to control a locomotive with that number of 
steps you will get rsi of the fingers. The Trans-
mitter handset comes pre-setup to 3 steps per 
button push. I have not changed this and it 
seems reasonable.  This gives 340 steps between 
no voltage and full voltage across the locomo-
tive. As my LGM locomotive starts at 11% I 

only have 300 steps from when the locomotive 
starts to roll to fully speed. That is still twice the 
resolution of DCC. 
 
   A feature added at the last minute to the trans-
mitter and not in the manual I downloaded is 
throttle curve. This allows you to make the press 
of a button respond differently depending how 
much voltage has already been applied to the 
motor. For example you could make the low 
throttle button pushes most sensitive to make 
starting and stopping easier and the full throttle 
therefore less sensitive. I suspect the DCC con-
trollers are smaller than the Revolution receiv-
ers. So if you have DCC stick with it. 
 
   In summary I am happy with the unit and can 
work around the features I do not like. It meets 
most of requirements and when a base station 
comes out even better. 
 
I like: 
• Easy to use and setup 
• 2.4G operation 
• Small Handset. 
• Price 
I dislike: 
• Receiver bare electronics 
• Lack of customer service 
I can put up with: 
• The feel of the handset and the size of the re-

ceiver, just. 



Construction  
 
   Cut three sections of 40mm DELRIN, each 
25mm long, and drill an 8mm centre hole in 
each.  
   Drill and tap two M8 holes in the fixed jaw of 
the drill press vice on the centreline of the ma-
chined surface and each 20mm in from the ends.  
   Drill and tap a single hole in the centre of the 
moveable jaw using the same tap. Cutting fluid 
makes life easier! 
   Place one roller of the 40mm DELRIN on the 
75mm bolt sandwiched between two washers 
and clamp with the nut.  
Tighten to make secure. Insert into the drill 
press hard up against the chuck.  
   Take a section of the selected rail profile about 
15Omm long and sharpen one end with a 6 de-
gree rake away from the cutting edge. Place the 
rail, top surface down, in a drill press vice and 
adjust the height to be about 3mm from the top 
edge of the DELRIN roller with the cutter 
along-side as in the photograph.  
   Take small cuts till the web of the rail just 

scratches the surface.  
   Repeat for the other 2 rollers. Note that the 
rollers are long enough to accommodate two 
profiles. Just reverse the rollers and use a differ-
ent profile rail if required, for example Code 332 
on one side and Code 250 bullhead on the other.  
 
 
   Bend the MS strip to clear the nuts on the 

Text & photos by Peter Lucas (Adelaide)  
 
   When it comes to bending rail, most garden 
railway enthusiasts use that bit of their anatomy 
just above their trouser belt. In fact some appear 
to have consumed vast amounts of the brown 
stuff with the object of achieving the correct ra-
dius.  
   However, better accuracy is needed if trains 
are to run at speed without expensive derail-
ments. In particular, accurate transition curves 
will always pay dividends. For these, we need a 
tool which is more accurate than our stomachs.  
 
Ern's Solution  
 
   The BRMA membership in Adelaide is fortu-
nate to include Ern Ames.. He is an engineering 
wizard whose career started with the design of 
Alvis armoured cars for the British Army. 
   One day I mentioned to Ern that I needed a rail 
bender for some track laying I was planning. As 
usual, he disappeared into his shed, surfacing 
only for meals and sleep. A day later I received 
an email advising me that my rail bender was 
ready. And this is how he did it.  
 
Materials  
 
   The major portion of the rail bender is a 
100mm drill press vice purchased from a tool 
store for $20. The rollers came from a 200mm 
length of 40mm diameter DELRIN from a plas-
tic supplier.  
   The  remaining components were:  
3 x 8mm x 50mm bolts and nuts 
I x 8mm x 75mm bolt. nut & 2 washers  
3mm x 12mm x 150mm MS strip 2 x 3mm x 
20mm PK screws  
Knob and bits from the junk box  
 
 
Workshop Tools Needed  
 
   A small lathe and a pedestal drill. Also drills 
and taps of the relevant sizes plus spanners, 
files, etc.  
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Building a Track Bender 

 



fixed jaw and drill an 8mm hole for the bolt. 
Space 2 x 3mm clearance holes equally about 
this hole and use as a jig to drill tapping holes in 
the roller. Assemble with the bolt in place. Drill 
the handle end for a knob the junk box if you 
have one. 
 
   A collar to fit over the vice screw shaft should 
be made up so that accurate readjustment can be 
achieved for each piece of track. This is fitted on 
the screw shaft to the outside of the vice block.  
 
And there's my rail bender.  
 
 
 
 
 
This article first appeared in “The Clearing House” maga-
zine of Australia. 
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Raynor’s Cartoon By Raynor Johnston, Hamilton 

Right:     Two examples of rail benders made from  
different styles of drill vices and other components. 

Thanks to Murray Bold, back issues of Garden Whistle are now available on his website:   
http://www.sandman.org.nz/GardenWhistle 
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Club Events and Contacts 
Auckland: 
 

Sunday 16th August: 2-4pm. Michael and Liz Hilliar’s. Hugh Keal intends to do a work shop on 
making figures for our layouts using FIMO plastic modelling clay which is hardened in the oven 
 

Club Contact: Auckland 45mm Gauge Model Railway Group.  
C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745 hilliar@clear.net.nz 
 

Waikato: 
 

Saturday 1st August: Stefan Lipsey’s meeting postponed. (venue to be confirmed) 

Saturday 5th September: Andy Whyman, 399 Matangi Road, Hamilton. 
 

Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  
Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz 
 

Wairarapa: 
 

No outdoor meetings during winter. See Wellington meeting date for July. 

8 & 9 August. WBS Model Train Show, Masterton Town Hall.   Help setup and run display. 
 

Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  
Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street Masterton. Ph 06 370-3790 Lloyd.dickens@wise.co.nz 
 

Wellington: 
 

8 & 9 August. WBS Model Train Show, Masterton Town Hall.  The WGRG is showing it’s display 
layout and volunteers are required to help man the display. Please give John a call on  0274 427 160. 

Sunday 13th September: Running Day. Venue to be advised.  
 

Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group www.culcreuchfold.org.nz/wgrg.htm 
C/- John Robinson, 39 Taylor Terrace, Tawa, Wellington  5028 Ph 04 232 5175 jdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 
 

Christchurch: 
 

Sunday 16th August: Burwood School Show. 10am - 4pm.    Setup: Saturday 15th - 10am. 
Sunday 20th September: offers?  
3 & 4 October: ChCh Big Model Train Show. Pioneer Stadium. Setup from 1pm Friday.  
 

Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240 
Chairperson: Michelle Leigh.  Email: kevinandmichelle.leigh@paradise.net.nz 

The Garden Whistle is published 
monthly by the Christchurch Gar-
den Railway Society and features  
news  from various G scale clubs 
in New Zealand. 
Each club is a separate identity and 
the contact details can be found 
above.  
Contributions of articles and/or 
photos are always welcome. Pho-
tos should be sent as separate  jpg 
attachments. 
 
Editor: Glen Anthony. 59 Co-
lombo Street, Christchurch 8022. 
glen.bren@paradise.net.nz 

NZ GARDEN RAILWAY CONVENTION 
 

20-21 March 2010 
 

Fernridge School Hall,  Upper Plain Road, Masterton 
 

Contact Ian C Galbraith.   Ph 06 377 3603  
or gardenrailconvention@culcreuchfold.org.nz 

http://www.culcreuchfold.org.nz/wairarapa2010.htm 

WBS Model Train Show 
 

Masterton Town Hall 
8 & 9 August 

 
(help required to setup on Friday  
and operate the display Sat & Sun) 

Christchurch 
Big Model Train Show 

 
3 & 4 October 

9:30am  - 5pm both days. 
 

www.trainshow.co.nz 


